Finance and Risk Management for Renewable Energy

Gain financial visibility, transparency, and accurate reporting across your projects throughout the full asset lifecycle, from pre-development to construction and operation.

Understanding if your project is on time and on budget needs to be based on accurate and consolidated data from multiple project stakeholders, which can be stressful and overwhelming. How do we know? Because we came from the industry and experienced it first hand. Other platforms and ERPs didn’t offer the unique workflows needed for this market, so we built one from the ground up.

Get a handle on your projects and ditch the manual workarounds, endless spreadsheets, and data downloads from both internal and external systems, and build a clear picture of your project success metrics in one, centralised platform.
Horizon Finance is a cloud based financial asset management platform purpose built for the renewable energy sector. With automated workflows that address unique pain points at the pre-development, construction, and operation stages of projects, Horizon Finance enables transparency that other platforms alone can’t provide.

**EARLY STAGE DEV PROJECTS**

Understand spend to budget at an individual site level even when all financial data is contained within one or more development companies.

Easily understand if your projects are on time and on budget both at an individual SPV and consolidated portfolio level.

Consolidate, tag, and track all contracts to ensure all contract action items get done on time.

Keep tight control of your spend and ensure everything is within budget and approved.

Stay liquid and turn paper based utilisation workflows into trackable, digital workflows.

**CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS**

Site & Budget Tagging lets you add site metadata to budgets and processed invoices to drive key insights into relative activity and spend.

Projects uses Earned Value Analysis methodology to track the project against budget and schedule along with logging historic and potential contingency items to keep tight control of overruns.

Contract Annotation lets you upload and add metadata so you can easily keep track of all milestones, key clauses and tasks in one place without having to dig through each contract manually to determine what needs to be done.

Cash Budgets extracted from project financial models and uploaded to the system allows for granular level decision making on spend.

Utilisations lets you quickly generate drawdown instructions with the latest invoice data and submit directly to the lender, tracking the workflow along the way.

With ultimate flexibility in mind, the above features can be driven either by Integrations into your existing financial systems or by using our own proprietary General Ledger which offers multi-level workflows and reporting, comprehensive fx functionality and superior cash reporting capabilities that other financial systems are missing.

If any of these sound familiar, let’s discuss how we can help by emailing gerard.kissane@skyspecs.com

**Start a conversation.**

Want to know how our solutions can help simplify renewable energy asset management for your business? Scan the QR code and one of our team members will be in touch.